
Comparison of Fishery-based and Survey Data Utility 

The stock assessment program for spot shrimp in Southeast Alaska consists of a limited fishery-

independent stock assessment pot survey and fairly extensive fishery-based sampling program, 

which includes on the grounds and dockside sampling; a voluntary logbook program; and 

commercial fish ticket data. 

Broadly stated there are advantages and disadvantages as outlined below. 

 

Survey Data 

Advantages 

• Representative of whole population 

• Stable location 

• Don’t lose data when fishery 

declines 

• Early notice of population change 

Disadvantages 

• Distribution more limited 

• Fewer sampling units 

 

 

 

 

Fishery-based Data 

Advantages 

• Distribution broader 

• More sampling units 

 

 

 

 

Disadvantages 

• Not representative of whole 

population 

• Location variable 

• Data loss if fishery declines 

• Late notice population changes 

• Increased catches may not be 

indicative of increasing population

Both survey and fishery-based data are used and required in order to properly manage the 

fishery. Below is a comparison of survey and fishery based information. 

Survey 

CPUE >L and <XL 

This is the most useful data we collect it comes from the same stations in the same analysis areas 

each year and hence provides us with the best ability to detect changes in the size of the female 

shrimp population (>L size), and the ability to detect cohorts of small shrimp rising into, or 



missing from, the fishery (<XL). This ability to separate sizes, and document the whole of the 

catch makes this data very valuable. This data has also proved to detect building and declining 

stocks well before the same trends are seen in commercial data. See Figures 1 & 2 for examples 

of the predictive utility of this data, and Figure 3 for an example of the utility of examining 

multiple size classes. 

Mean CL 

This is the second most useful data we collect; it comes from the same stations in the same 

analysis areas each year and hence there is a high resolution in our ability to detect interannual 

changes. It is not as useful as CPUE of >L because an increase in mean CL could be caused by a 

recruitment failure and  a decrease by a pulse of recruitment. See Figure 4 for an example of the 

predictive utility of this data. 

Commercial LF sampling 

On-the-grounds sampling 

When sample sizes are sufficiently large and analysis areas visited are consistent between years, 

this is a very useful data, however, relative to dockside data it is expensive to collect and sample 

sizes and analysis area composition of samples are often compromised by the distribution of 

vessels on the grounds at the time the cruise is conducted and by the management tasks 

associated with the cruise. This data is also limited in that it is representative of the size of 

shrimp captured during a very short snapshot in time of the fishery. 

Dockside sampling 

When sample sizes are sufficiently large and consistent analysis areas are sampled, this is very  

useful data, it is quite cheap to collect and it is taken from the entire time period of the fishery so 

that there is time for sizes to decline as larger shrimp are removed in the early part of the fishery. 

It is from sorted shrimp however, and thus is subject to the vagaries of the market, and doesn’t 

show the smallest cohorts of shrimp.  

Spatial distribution of commercial harvest 

This is quite useful information although it must be interpreted with some caution. Substantial 

shifts in the distribution of harvest and fishing effort are in general from areas with high density 

near town to areas with low density that are farther from town and thus are often indicative of 

serial depletion.  

Commercial CPUE 

Although this data source has very limited utility, in many cases it is the only type of data we 

have and thus becomes VERY useful. Its interpretation is complicated by:  

1) Unavailability of effort in early years making the available time series fairly short.  

2) Changes in gear efficiency due to changes in baiting technology, electronics, soak time, 



frequency of pulling, and sorting.  

3) The fact that it is not size-specific information and so the catchability of small shrimp 

increases as large shrimp are removed, buffering changes in the catch rate.  

Standardization of effort can help slightly. Nonetheless, declines in (raw or standardized) 

commercial catch rate are generally seen only after a fairly large decline in population size, when 

this is seen commercial CPUE becomes very important. 

 

Figure 1: Survey CPUE (top) and Commercial CPUE (lbs/pot) (bottom) in Upper Ernest Sound showing 

predictive power of survey data. The survey shows an increase in both large and small shrimp in 2004, 

and 2005. The fishery data shows the same increase one year later in each case. In 2006 and 2007 the 

survey data shows decreases in both large and small shrimp, while the fishery data shows these declines 

one year later in both cases. 
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Figure 2: Survey CPUE (top) and Commercial CPUE (lbs/pot) (bottom) in West Tenakee Inlet showing 

the predictive power of survey data. The survey shows an increase in small shrimp in 2003, this increase 

is shown nicely in the commercial data one year later. In 2005 the survey shows a decrease in small 

shrimp. This decrease is then found in the commercial data two years later.  
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Figure 3: Survey CPUE of XL and greater sized shrimp only (top) and Commercial CPUE (lbs/pot) 

(bottom) in Hetta Inlet showing a strong decrease of large shrimp caught in the survey in 2001. This 

decrease appeared in the commercial harvest in 2002. Since that time survey catch of large shrimp has 

remained low, while commercial CPUE has rebounded, then fallen off again. Showing a fishery switch to 

smaller shrimp, and a subsequent depletion. This is the type of data that can only be obtained through a 

non fishery-based survey. 
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Figure 4: Survey carapace length (top) and on-the-grounds carapace length (bottom) in Hetta Inlet 

showing predictive power of survey data. The survey shows a decline in carapace length in 2001. The 

fishery based data shows the same decline two years later. This is also a good example of the effects of 

missing data years, and small sample sizes, which are much more common in fishery based data than in 

survey data. 
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